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The time has come for a comprehensive forward-looking perspective. The diabetes
sector has transformed from a group of hardened silos into one of a series of interconnected
components. It wasn’t that long ago that each area – diabetes devices – drugs –
payor/reimbursement – distribution channels and patient management – could be viewed
individually. However just as the cold war between the USA and USSR ended so too has the
day when each silo can be looked at alone and not when we now live in a comprehensive
holistic world.

Unlike the thawing of relations between the USA and USSR this transformation of the diabetes
sector did not come about through diplomacy. It was and will continue to be a Convergence of
Forces. The most critical being advanced technology which is now touching every aspect of
our lives. This is not just new toys such as CGM or hybrid closed loop insulin delivery systems.
Nor is this newer therapy options such as once-weekly or orally administered GLP-1’s. This is
well beyond the increased use of artificial intelligence or sophisticated algorithms.

Digital health- virtual health and social media all play into this mix of technology
which will forever transform the diabetes sector. This new mix which includes several of
the ingredients from old recipes. With all this whiz bang way cool you cannot ignore what
these toys-drugs cost, which patients have not just access to these toys/drugs, but which have
the necessary level of diabetes knowledge combined with motivation to use them.

As with each transformation there are forces caught between this convergence. Forces from
the old way of doing things desperately trying to adapt to the new way of doing things. As
Captain Kirk said in the Undiscovered Country, “No more Neutral Zone. I was used to hating
Klingons.” Kirk like the Cold Warriors of old were being pushed from their comfort zones and
quite frankly didn’t know how to deal with this change. Endocrinologists, primary care
providers and CDE’s are facing this situation today.



This convergence extends not just to the game but the players. Legacy companies such as
Lilly, Novo Nordisk, Medtronic and Dexcom just to name a few now are playing against Google,
Apple, Amazon and Facebook. Formidable competitors with the talent, resources and name
recognition who could dramatically alter the balance of power. The question here becomes
will these competitors change the battlefield as the Gatling gun did in the movie the Last
Samurai or will these techies fall into the same bad habits as the companies they are now
competing against.

The reach of these new well-resourced companies cannot and should not be underestimated.
These companies have literally become ingrained in our daily lives. Think of the last time you
did not check your smart phone, tablet or PC. The way we eat, travel, communicate and now
take care of our health are all on that small screen that we carry with us constantly. Why visit a
Walgreens or CVS to pick a prescription when this can be done with a simple touch on our
smart phone. Why take time from our day to see the doctor when this same visit can be done
on that same device.

Yet in the midst of all this change some fundamental truths still apply no matter what the
technology is. That with all this whiz bang way cool patients, the majority anyway are not
getting better. That after all the money invested, the continued epidemic growth of diabetes,
the adverse impact to the healthcare system nearly two thirds of patients are not under
control. This FACT has not changed in over 20 years.

It should be noted that we write this report in the shadow of Covid, which as we have noted in
posts has created both obstacles and opportunities. It goes without saying that Covid has
altered the future. The question being is this a minor, middle or major alteration.
Another non-diabetes factor that cannot be ignored is the current political environment and
polarization of views. Something that extends beyond our borders and is spreading globally.
The question isn’t what the politicians will do, as they will do something. The question is what
they do and how will it impact the diabetes sector.

This is what the Convergence of Forces is all about. A detailed look into the future, a
blueprint to anyone bold enough to think outside the box, to look beyond what’s
directly in front of them. This is not about the iceberg you see above the water line,
that’s easy. This is about what’s below the water line, the larger base and the
currents that move the entire iceberg.

To purchase the full report, email David Kliff, Diabetic Investor
Editor, at dkliff@diabeticinvestor.com.
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